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Summary
Due to historical and contextual factors explained in this article, the Latvian Roman Catholic Church currently does not play any significant role in environmental protection or ecological crisis awareness building in the country. However, being called by Pope Francis in his encyclical Laudato si', recently more of the reflection was given to the call for ecological conversion. Considering Church resources based on publicly available data, the authors describe the limitations and opportunities to strengthen the Church current response to the ecological crisis.
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1. Historical position of the Roman Catholic Church in Latvia

The Latvian Roman Catholic Church has substantially different position in society than the Church in Poland. During the struggle for independence in the beginning of the 1990s, it was predominantly civic and environmental organizations and their successful campaigns, not the Catholic Church who were providing more sense of unity and success in civil disobedience actions. The weakened role of the Catholic, Lutheran and Protestant Churches in Latvia was because of the Soviet Union systemic attempts to uproot institutional activity of people in Christian churches. The active participation and celebration of Christian holidays was prosecuted in the country. After almost 50 years of systemic secularization of the country the religiosity rates across Latvia and other Baltic Countries have dropped dramatically. Similarly, as other countries with post-Soviet legacy, Latvia is a country where people were prosecuted for any disobedience towards the state system, many people have perished in the WWI, WWII and deportations to Siberia. The current social and environmental activism of the Church must be then assessed while taking into account these two factors.
2. Civil society activism, climate change awareness and relation to nature in Latvia

In spite of the scientific consensus on climate change (IPCC, 2014; IPCC, 2018), only 30% of Latvians consider climate change to be one of the main environmental problems in Latvia. Differences on this issue can be identified in some socio-demographic groups. Regional differences on this issue are essential. Only 25% of the Riga inhabitants consider climate change as an environmental problem as opposed to 37% of respondents living in regions of Latvia (outside Riga metropolitan area) and even 39% of those surveyed in places with less than 5,000 inhabitants. There are minor differences in employment status—from all the major environmental problems in Latvia, the working population mentions climate change more often (34% of public sector employees and 33% of private sector workers) compared to the unemployed (25% of those who do not work consider climate change as one of the main environmental problems)\(^1\). There are no statistically significant differences between people of different ages and levels of education.

27% of the Latvian population think that they are personally affected by climate change (the question: „Which of these environmental problems affect you and your family?”). Climate change is considered to be one of the main environmental problems in Latvia because it affects people personally (statistically significant relationship). In addition, large families with children (33% in 4 people household, 32% with children under 18), as well as the public sector workers (36%) and respondents living in places with less than 10,000 inhabitants (35%) believe that they are personally affected by climate change (SUSTINNO, 2017).

Therefore it can be concluded that unlike in some other studies, which emphasize the link between higher education and higher environmental awareness among large cities (Xiao & Dunlap, 2007; Xiao, Dunlap, & Hong, 2012), in Latvia more people in the regions believe that climate change is a major problem and influences them personally. These responses indicate that the urban environment contributes to the alienation of people from the biosphere and its processes—the obvious consequences of climate change are relatively less visible in Riga than in rural areas where they are already beginning to affect agriculture, for example, the summer 2017 floods in the vicinity of Rezekne and the droughts of the 2018 summer with dramatic consequences for farmers and crop loss.

At the same time, respondents who have pointed out that climate change is one of the main environmental problems in Latvia, more often agree with the statement that „people are too worried that human progress is damaging to the environment” (SUSTINNO 2017). So it can be concluded that while some people are concerned about the environmental situation and they are aware that climate change is a major problem, they—in the spirit of „ecological modernization”—believe that the existing economic system will be able to solve the problems that the system itself has to large extent caused.

3. Recent response of the Latvian Catholic Church to the call of Pope Francis\(^2\)

At the global scale, issues of environmental destruction have impacted not only the societies of the ‘Global South’, but all humanity around the globe. Therefore, not only politicians speak about the issue, but also religious leaders. Pope Francis voices the connection between the cry of the Earth and the cry of the poor (the fundamental

\(^1\) All these differences are statistically significant.

\(^2\) Sadly enough, even though we contacted several researchers and official Information Centre of Catholic Church in Latvia in request for the data, we received only the basic statistical data without much of the description. Therefore further part of this article will be based on our best knowledge and understanding of Catholic Church in Latvia.
thesis of an integral ecology proposed by the Catholic Church). Nonetheless, social and environmental problems are very rarely connected in Latvian public discourse. One of the rare examples of following integral ecology principle in Latvia is Caritas – an international organization has in its statute care for poor and promotion of responsible lifestyles with respect to Creation. Therefore, in May 2018 Caritas in Latvia invited Fr. Stanislaw Jaromi, head of St. Francis’ of Assisi Environmental Movement in Poland to present a closer view of the historical roots, importance and potential of integral ecology. The outputs of the project were:

- a lecture for all Catholic priesthood in Latvia;
- a lecture for the youth from the Catholic high school in Riga;
- an ecumenical meeting with parishioners on how to implement *Laudato si’*;
- a radio interview on integral ecology;
- a visit to one of the regional churches and preaching *Laudato si’* spirituality;
- an attempt to create an Ecumenical Taskforce on Environmental Protection;
- a written report with possible resolutions for Latvian Catholics.

The project resulted in discussions how Riga could become a carbon neutral diocese to which the Church leadership was very open. Until now, energy audits were made for the vast majority of the Church buildings in the Riga diocese and many isolation improvements projects have been implemented thanks to foreign funds and state support in some cases. However, since there are no concrete solutions found for alternative energy sources for the buildings in the possession of the Catholic Church, the idea of diocese carbon neutralization was not developed onwards.

These topics also appear in some media. In the Catholic Radio – Radio Maria – appeared 24 episode series of radio programs analysing *Laudato si’* by the radio director. There are also three regular programs on ecology and Christianity and some singular discussions on anniversary of *Laudato si’*. Many articles have appeared in the *Catholic Messenger* – the main Catholic Church magazine. Finally, a conference organized in the Faculty of Social Sciences of Latvian University last year – before Pope visit in the Baltic States in main Library of University – included discussions about relevance of the Pope Francis teaching for Latvian society (Web-01).

4. Analysis of the Church potential in the of its resources

The data available from Information Centre of Catholic Church in Latvia shows the basic statistics of human resources available in Latvia – a country of 64,589 km² and population of app. 1,920,000 people.

As we can observe, most of the clergy is available in the central diocese with the capital as well as Eastern part, traditionally the more Catholic part of the country (Rezekne-Aglona). Nonetheless, the majority of the priests are serving more than one parish. Parishes are often quite distant from each other. Especially outside of the Riga region the population density is low and to effectively commute between church members or parishes, priests must have cars available.

Church buildings are big, and its energy efficiency is being improved by insulation projects from year to year. Nonetheless, none of the renewable energy ways is an easy solution for heating systems or for using electricity. There are no available subsidies or extra funding available for energy transitions in Latvia, especially for religious institutions.

Secondly, the Latvian Catholic Church is still very structured and hierarchical. Even despite that women are often an active part of the community, rarely any of their task is
left for their full responsibility, including the decision making. It means that every task in the parish is supervised or managed by the priest. That, in turn, in majority of the cases, limits activism of parishioners.

Socially, the church community is also not a central connector to the social fabric and therefore except spiritual and religious holidays people rarely connect to each other, without much involvement in other life spheres. Therefore, the topic of ecology and care for Creation is seldomly appearing in speeches or writings of clergy, and even less often in the actions of parishioners. That is also the reason why there are no linkages between the Church and other organizations with an environmental or social focus.

5. Opportunities

Even despite all the presented limitations, some important actions can be undertaken to limit greenhouse emissions and respond more fully to *Laudato si’* call for transformations. On one hand, clergy and local consecrated communities statistically will not change much the carbon neutrality of the country. On the other hand, the power of their action lies not only in leading by example, but in inspiring people to make changes in their lifestyles and prepare them for climate change effects which requires peaceful deep adaptation already now. This can be done, for example, by changing the food habits and sourcing—promoting limiting meat diet and providing products from organic farms (through the direct shopping from a farmers’ network). Any renovations of the buildings should primarily consider ecological alternatives for the materials and, if possible, rain and grey water systems management should be created for parish buildings (to show respect to scarcity of water which can become a problem in Latvia). This could be subsequently used for parish common gardens and care for native wildlife locally. Yet the obvious easy first step is to start with limiting waste (increasing waste problem awareness, leading by example during events organization, recycling exemplary) and creating materials and sermons, preparing and promoting integral ecology rules and organizing Creation Care events. Above all, the problems of the environment should be treated by the Catholic Church in Latvia much more seriously and responding to the call of the Pope Francis to actively participate in transforming our throw-away culture (Francis 2015: No. 217).
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4 In addition to this, in Latvia exist 6 consecrated persons orders, 12 congregations and 4 secular institutes.
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Odpowiedź Kościoła na kryzys ekologiczny w małym państwie.
Przypadek Kościoła katolickiego na Łotwie

Streszczenie

Czynniki historyczne i kontekstowe zaprezentowane w tym artykule potwierdzają, że Kościół rzymskokatolicki na Łotwie nie odgrywa znaczącej roli w ochronie środowiska ani w budowaniu świadomości ekologicznej w tym kraju. Jednak wezwany przez papieża Franciszka w encyklice Laudato si’, poświęca obecnie więcej refleksji kwestii nawrócenia ekologicznego. Biorąc pod uwagę publicznie dostępne dane na temat zasobów Kościoła katolickiego na Łotwie, autorzy opisują ograniczenia i możliwości wzmocnienia reakcji Kościoła na kryzys ekologiczny.
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